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	According to the history of international car racing industry, driver’s safety is one of the most crucial factors. Since the beginning, there were many deadly incidents and despite the changes of rules and regulations all these years, those accidents still exist.
	In the mid of 1980s, Dr Bob Hubbart, a biomechanical engineering professor at Michigan State University in the USA, invented the HANS (Head and Neck Support). The original HANS was created to prevent head movements during a crash incident that would otherwise cause serious damages to the specific area or even death. Although the original HANS caused some difficulties in the performance of the drivers experience, after some few changes it was introduced to Formula One racing in 2003 and became mandatory from FIA(Fédération (​https:​/​​/​www.collinsdictionary.com​/​dictionary​/​english​/​ration" \o "Definition of ration​) Internationale (​https:​/​​/​www.collinsdictionary.com​/​dictionary​/​english​/​internationale" \o "Definition of Internationale​) l'Automobile) from 2008 onwards.
	The aim of this dissertation is to redesign the HANS safety device in order to excel driver’s experience and enhance the connection between drivers and racing team staff during the racing events. It is based on the principals of the product development that are referred to the book (Product Design and Development Karl T. Ulrich and Steven D. Eppinger 5th edition, Irwin McGraw-Hill, 2012)
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	The specific dissertation is a conceptual approach to the creation of a new possible design of the HANS device. It is a project based on the basic rules of the product design and development. Moreover, the goal may be the creation of a future tangible project since the product already exists in the market. The existing product should be redefined and modified to increase the satisfaction of the customer. The specific safety device is a well-oriented product produced especially for professional racing needs. 
 	The product development definition includes all the activities that take place beginning with the idea and the perception of the product and ending with the production and the final distribution of the result. More specific, there are the creative steps that affect the whole product cycle and shape the strategic product management. Also, it is a process of design-related activities that can be formed and developed.
	On the other side, the definition of product design can be defined as a creative process with many different phases and structured methods. It is a sequence of activities that generate ideas which can turn into successful artifacts. Design at this dissertation will be focused on a specific feature in order to enhance the fulfillment of the already existed needs of the initial product. Following the theory of the product design development, the project demonstrates the steps that taken into consideration in order to reach a result. Product engineering process is another discipline that interacts with both design and manufacturing aspects of the product. Despite the fact that this is a tangible product with few spare parts and functionalities, the design evolution will be located in ideas that don’t affect any engineering issues. This process is focused on increasing user’s contentment through engaging interactions with the final edition.
	During this research, it is generated a new design idea based on results that they will be presented. The benchmarking study of the existing products was used in this dissertation so as to examine the similar functionalities to the project under development. The operational issues and the manufacturing processes won’t be examined further. It is taken through consideration of the design process that won’t be any changes at the materials, the production process and the safety obligations of this product. Last but not least, this is a project that leads to the evaluation and consideration of a new design shape including new features. 
	New opportunities for product development can spring through the latest trend called start-up ideas. Nowadays there are many innovative ways of funding a project that can change even the whole market of specific products.
 	The reasons for developing such a product were both social and personal. Any sport that links with safety issues must be equipped with the specific standards of equipment despite the cost or the use. 
Technology in Sports
	Nowadays, technology is always creating new ideas and products that excel people’s lives. It is being implemented in every area and it has changed even the way of people react. People and sports are connected since the ancient years and the evolution of this engagement became even better with technology. Sports experience is continually changing over the years, and the use of technology has made huge impact. In general, sports are about athletes competing each other for a specific goal. This goal is always being measured by numbers and technology gave the right tools in order to monitor athlete’s skills. 
	Technology also has contributed to sports equipment. Despite numbers and results, sports equipment is another important factor in this industry.  New methods of production, new materials and product innovation centers, brought to life many ideas. These ideas are designed to enhance the experience of both professional and amateur athletes.
	Last but not least, communication in sports is the key factor for every professional team. Managers, players and team staff are contributing together in order to create winnings results. In this process there are many issues that can affect dramatically the final result. Technology brought to life tools in order to gather information from every sector of professional teams that would create better conditions and profits.
Automotive Racing Industry
	There is no other section in sports industry than automotive racing which combines the athletic ability, technology innovation and team management in the highest level. Since the beginning, automotive racing was the center of the engineering elite and soon became one the most famous and profitable sports in the world. But automotive racing is not only about engineering anymore. Marketing, safety rules and regulations and fan engagement became also important areas at this industry in the recent years.
	One the other side, automotive racing is linked with various death accidents. The dark side of this sport is that many top athletes have lost their lives during races including the Brazilian Arton Senna, one of the most famous drivers. In our days, technology and new materials gave the opportunity for many industries to invent products that will reduce the risk of death incident during races. 
	Since 1953, helmets have been compulsory to Formula One racing. Through the years and the evolution of technology and materials, helmets became lighter and stronger. The less weight that helmet adds to the driver’s head during professional racing events reduces the risk of head and neck injuries and enhance the driving experience. Also, the ability to absorb crushing hits during racing incidents is what helmet production teams are looking for its production.
	Racing equipment also have faced rational changes through all these years with new materials and brought by innovative production processes. Racing uniforms are made of flame resistance materials which reduced the risk of fire accidents. Nevertheless, head and neck trauma remain the greatest single injury risk to drivers.




	Safety and racing are two well combined words that affect each other in many ways. From 1950 till nowadays, the history of F1 safety had suffered many changes. Some of those made the sport even more exciting while others didn’t. But through all of these safety rules and regulations, the F1 teams tried to create products and devices that will adapt to the safety obligations without reducing the fans excitement. One of them was the HANS (Head and Neck support) device.
	The Head and Neck Support (HANS) system is basically a carbon fibre shoulder collar which is installed under the driver’s safety belts and connected to his helmet by straps. During the racing event, the device is intended to reduce the stretching gap of the vertebrae and to secure driver’s head from crushing injuries. The straps control the movement of the driver’s head, while the collar absorbs and redistributes the forces that otherwise would have caused serious skull and neck injuries.
	Despite the fact that this device is being produced for safety reasons during racing events, it seems that there are opportunities for further development. 
Lead Users
	People or firms that have advanced needs upon a product are the lead users. HANS device is being used from professional drivers all over the world. The results of the research showed that professional drivers pay attention also to other factors of the product besides the most important one, safety. The driving experience for professionals is being affected by many reasons such as weight, head movement, breathable materials at the racing equipment. At the racing moments, drivers need to adjust their body and their way of thinking in order to achieve their goals. The team and the racing equipment help the drivers by elevating their driving feeling.
	Firms use HANS in order to find out risks that this device can eliminate. Countless trials in automotive laboratories have produced results that elevate the safety equipment at the racing events. Also, some firms mention that this device may be used also for communication purposes between drivers and racing staff. By analyzing driver’s reactions, the racing staff can define the strategy in every race event or even propose modifications to the development sector.
Study customers
	There are countless fans of automotive racing which make this sport one of the most famous ones. There are many facilities around the world that amateur drivers can test their driving skills. National or local racing championships take place every year in some of those. But both amateur and professional drivers deal with one common thing which is speed. Despite that, not all the racing facilities provide the right safety equipment to the drivers. Cost issues are those that causing this problem because the racing equipment is expensive. Also, drivers that participate in lower racing championships (mainly local) they can not afford the cost of the proper safety equipment.
Local University Formula racing teams
	During the research for further development of this product, they were interviews with the local University racing teams including the Aristolte racing team (Aristotle University), Aristurtle racing team (Aristotle University) and Centaurus racing team (University of Thessaly). The results showed that the teams were not using the HANS device to the formula student competitions. The rules and regulations of the Formula student in Germany, Italy and Hungary were not mention the HANS device as an obligatory safety device. At the same time, Greek student drivers didn’t purchase the HANS device because of cost issues. 
	Student drivers were being questioned to rank the main characteristics about this device according to what they consider most important (1= useless / 5 = most important). Safety was their common answer but they gave high ranks in factors such as manufacture and movement issues. At the same time, they gave their opinion on what changes they would make.







1.Is there a real market and a real product?
Is there a need or desire for the product?                                               yes                                                                          Will the customer buy?                                                                                yes                                                                                                          Can the customer buy? Is it affordable?                                                   no                               
Are there potential buyers?( primary/secondary market)                     yes                                                                                                                                                         Is there a viable concept for the product already?                                  yes                                    Is the product legally, socially and environmentally acceptable?                                     yes        
Is there a relative advantage in relation to other products?                  yes                                                    Can it be produced at low cost?                                                           		                  no  
Will our product satisfy our market?                                                        		    yes
                                                                                                                       ---------             
                                                                                                         ANSWER: YES

2. Can we win? Can our product be competitive?
Will it actually solve the problem?                                                               yes                                                                     Is it the timing right?                                                                                 yes                                                                          Can we beat our competition?                                                                  yes                                                                     Do we have the management that will win?                                          yes                                          Is the product sustainable?                                                                        yes                                                                            Do we know the market better than our competitors?                                                      no           
                                                                                                                    ----------




3. Is it worth doing? Is the return adequate and the risk acceptable?
Is investment worth it? (solve safety problems)                 yes                                                                                  Will it make money?                                                                          yes                                                                                     Do we have the cash and the recourses to do it?                       yes                                                     Are the risks acceptable to us?                                                        yes                                                                           Does it fit to our vision for the specific product?                                                                 yes
                                                                                                          ------------                                              
                                                                                              ANSWER: YES 

Techniques used to identify the opportunity
	Observation of the existing products
	Web based research for the safety rules and regulations and safety equipment
	Interviews of Professional Veteran drivers 
	Racing forums about HANS device and driving experience
	Questionnaires and Interviews of University Formula teams
Opportunity Statement
	Redesign the HANS device for both professional and amateur drivers. Changes in the main design may reduce cost and increase driving experience.

Product Planning
	The planning process considers product development opportunities identified by many sources. It takes place before a product development project is officially approved.
Mission Statement
	In order to be set a clear guidance for the product development organization, the team generates detailed definitions about the market and the most important assumptions under which the development team will operate. The summary of those is the mission statement.
	Product Description: The proposed product is a head and neck support device redesigned for professional and amateur drivers. The specific device reduces the forces that the driver may face during a racing impact.
	Benefit proposition: Lighter safety device and enhanced driving experience. (comfortable head movement during the race)
	Key business goals: Reduce the production cost by changing the design of the device without interfere in the safety specifications of the product. Creating communication bridges between drivers and team stuff through this safety device.
	Primary Market: Its application will be for professional and amateur drivers competing in automotive racing championships (local, national, international). Automotive racing teams.
	Secondary Market: Racing clubs, private of public racing events.
	Assumptions: The design changes will only refer to the main collar part of the product. The production process and the spare parts will remain the same in order to maintain the safety specifications of the product. The new edition of the existing product will enhance the driving performance. Innovation changes will concern the communication between driver and team staff during the race.
	Stakeholders: Drivers and users, manufacturing operations, driving performance centers, automotive firms, safety and regulations teams.

Identifying Customer Needs
	 The real meaning behind this step is to create a valuable information channel that will induce those who directly control the details of the product, including the engineer sector and the product designers. The final result must interact with customers and the use of the product. 
Observing the product in use
	The product functions as a safety device during crush events. It interacts with the cockpit seat belts and the driver’s helmet. At the moment of crush, the cockpit seat belts hold stable both left and right units of the HANS device while the straps of the main collar lock the movement of the helmet caused by the inertial forces.

Picture 2: HANS device (google image)

Gather data from customers
	Watching customers use an existing product can reveal important details about customers needs. At the terms of this dissertations they were interviews with customers from primary and secondary market in order to select the first sample of their needs. 





	Hierarchical list of primary and secondary customer needs for the HANS device. The primary needs are those who are underlined. Importance rating for secondary needs are indicated by this symbol •, with "•••••"denoting critically important needs. Latent needs are denoted by ‘!’.


The HANS is comfortable when the user is wearing it            •••••
The HANS is balanced on the user's neck                               	•••
The HANS weight is just right 					•••
The HANS is adjustable to every neck size                                •••••
The manufacture of the HANS is according to the rules 	•••••
The straps are easy to clutch on the helmet 			•••
The HANS design helping driving performance          		••••
The range of straps elasticity is it safe enough        		••••
The materials are incombustible 				••••
The materials can survive through g forces 			•••
The HANS spare parts are easily replaced			•••
The HANS has long life cycle                                                  	!
The HANS has aerodynamic design                                            ••




	During the research, Formula student teams from the national universities were also contributing at the results of identifying needs.









Reflect on the results




	The materials used in the construction of the Head and Neck Restraint System were and will be resistant to the elements to which they are exposed in normal service. These elements include fluids used in and around motor vehicles that may come in touch with the restraint system. The rivets, bolts, buckles and all the spare parts were and will remain corrosion resistant and sharp edges so as burrs will be removed. The materials and design shall not promote combustion as defined by flame resistance testing. It is made from a metal matrix thixotropic molded construction before a polymer coating is applied. Product specification process provides critical defining information about a product. By screening those specifications, product development teams identify when existed products differ from others, signaling the possibility of a material or manufacture process, and potentially non-compliant products. Specifications that is mentioned on the patent of the existed product will not be examined further. Considerable specifications will be those that affect directly the design, the mass and the driving experience of the driver.





	In order to clarify the entire concept of product specifications, the relationship between needs and metrics should be presented. Metrics that satisfies directly the customer needs are most useful. 
	Based on the above result, the basic needs are:
1.	Lightweight
2.	Fits a variety of type neck
3.	Easy to install
4.	Is affordable for an amateur driver
5.	Last long time









List of Metrics Table


	Metrics should be the dependent variables in the design process. By using these variables, designers feel able to create and develop the specifications using the best possible approach. Pointing on those, the final product will be closer to the customer needs while meeting at the same time the basic regulations of its construction.

Concept Generation
	This process will be focused on the form of the product and its design. This approach allows full exploration of the design space. It acts as a map for the product development team and reduces the lost time in random research. 
Clarify the problem

	The main collar of the HANS device is the target in this process. The width of this device contributes to the stability in the safety operations. But the measurement of the width shows that there is enough space for development. The research process gathered information to clarify and quantify the needs, such as that the device must be lighter, comfortable and safer. Also, lead users provide the information of the quick put on/remove need. The specific device has any physical handles for this use. The head freedom and safe movement was also one the most important factors that both lead users and customers mentioned. The development process will occur changes of the design on the main collar because it is the only one part of the device that restrict the head movement. It is the heaviest part and the future changes will not affect the safety operations.






	As the above classification shows, the idea of developing a shape for the leg units (both left and right) is being rejected due to the engineering factors that we can not change. So, the main focus will be located at the various shapes of the main collar.

Concept Selection
	Concept selection is applied not only during concept development but throughout the subsequent design and development process. At the same time, it facilitates the selection of a winning concept and creates a record of the decision-making process.
	The HANS support device comprises a collar, two leg units (one left and one right) and a leg unit control assembly. The main collar may be positioned behind the driver’s neck and the leg units both to the right and left shoulder while touching the chest area at the same time. There are various embodiments of this product provide spacers positioned between both (left and right) leg units and the main collar that will provide greater separation between the left leg unit and the right leg unit. Many inventions of this device allow the quick and easy rotation of both leg units to the main collar in order to accommodate different sized drivers. 




	The drawings are not necessarily in scale and they provide different shapes and styles of the principles of the initial HANS invention. 

Design 1: HANS Device Front side (HANS Device patent, google patents)

		 
	Design 1.2: HANS Device Left side (HANS Device patent, Google Patents)


		Design 1 and design 1.2 are representing the drawings of the HANS device that is being produced since the invention of this product. The left side view of this device includes the left leg unit at an approximate 45- degree angle with respect to the collar. The main collar is a generally upright member which is the heaviest part of the final product. Also, is rigid and it may be manufactured from stiff material. For this reason, there may be a huge variety of shapes that the collar can take without cause any changes to the product functionality. The inventor of this is Thomas A. Darnell.


Design 2: Low collar HANS Device (HANS Device with low collar, Google Patents)


	Design 2 shows another style of the HANS device with low collar and some critical changes on the main area. More specific, its shape is like the “U” letter having a low collar. At both sides, left and right legs extending respectively while their edges are touching driver’s chest. The distance between the central line of the tether and the top leg end of each leg is less than 70mm.The catches of the tether are operable to attach to a helmet of the driver in order to engage the low collar with the driver’s helmet. 
	Although it seems easier to produce it, the main collar is not as thin as it seems at the design 1. The materials are expensive and the production procedure is total different with many important details.




Design 3: HANS Device with collar hole (HANS Device with low collar, Google Patents)

		Design 3 is a concept that the new HANS devices are being produced at this moment. Although there may be a variety in the hole shape at the middle of the main collar, the idea is clear to reduce weight and create a better driving experience. At the same time the straps of the helmet are the same operable as it was on the first design. Aerodynamic issues are also being solved with this hole design while at the same time drivers can easily touch and relocate the device at the right position. Both right and leg units are exactly the same as the 1 and 1.2 design above. This concept is also being produced for the young drivers. The shape is almost the same with differences in the length of the leg unit and main collar. 
The concept-screening matrix 
	Concept screening is based on a method developed by the late Stuart Pugh in the 1980s. The purposes of this matrix are narrow as quick as possible the number of concepts and give directions for improvements.
	This table is about rating the above designs-concepts against the reference concept using a simple code (+ for “better”, 0 for “same”, - for “worse”) in order to identify the best concept for further consideration. Product criteria and a short list of metrics has been used in order to prepare the matrix and the results are obvious at the Table 1.2.

Table 1: Concept-screening matrix 
					Designs
















The concept-scoring matrix 











	Based on the above results, the product development process will be focused on the main collar design of the HANS device. More specific, the changes will be placed on the natural head movement of the driver’s head without reducing the safety basic rules of the device. The weight should be the minimum and the ease of manufacture should stay the same or even being increased. 
	The most promising designs-concepts are number 2 and number 3. These concepts will be selected for further refinement and analysis in order to create and select the final concept.
 	Both sides are designed with reverse angles in the external surfaces that the existed products. The main body of the collar has a square open shape in the center of its design, reducing weight and material mass. At the same time, physical handles were created from this result. Drivers can put on or remove the device easier and in short time. Although these changes, the basic safety operations remained the same. The reduced mass ensures the lightest and most comfortable injection molded HANS ever.
	The created product has the same engineering factors with the previous devices. Materials and production process remained as there were and the result will not affect the factors that was mentioned above. Design is innovative, it offers new dimensions for the product. Driving performance is increased and the experience remained on the desirable level. Also, it is given the opportunity for amateur drivers to purchase on those HANS devices. The reduction of the mass collar will decrease the estimated price. 


Design 4: HANS Device final concept (Dissertation Creation)

	Number 1: The collar design with lighter and smaller edges at both left and right sides, offering safe head movement to the driver’s neck.  
	Number 2: The space between left side and the right side of the main collar. It creates physician handles for drivers while also enhance the driving experience. 
	Number 14, 16: Both representing the external layer of right leg and left leg
	Number 28: The belt clips of both sides
	Number 20,18: The left and right leg rotation control assembly
	Number 62: The upper flares of both leg units
	Number 22,24: Left and right epaulet
	Number 40,36: The internal side of both leg units
	Number 44,38: The main bodies of both leg units










	There many ways to reduce the cost of specific products. In this case, the device can be designed with a different way in order to create a good prize market. But despite the changes that may affect the product design and the production process, the market of the specific device can react to some important changes.
	First, it is a product that belongs in a monopoly market. This means that one or few specific enterprises can produce this device. Monopolies are characterized by a lack of economic competition (​https:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Competition_(economics)" \o "Competition (economics)​) and the possibility of a high monopoly price (​https:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Monopoly_price" \o "Monopoly price​) well above the seller's marginal cost (​https:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Marginal_cost" \o "Marginal cost​) that leads to a high profit.
	Giving the opportunity and the capital to small enterprises that can produce the same device it would be a critical point to the market. Creating competitive markets for the specific product can make it affordable enough for the amateur drivers. At this moment there is a variety of funding options for start-up firms that can be used. There are several types of it: charity, crowdvesting, royalty, national financing or crowdlanding, kickstarter model and stakeholders crowdfunding. HANS successful production require capital with value return to the stakeholders.
Crowdfunding
	Crowdfunding has become one the most famous trends in the field of financial support and “start up” business process. The meaning behind this process is the direct request for capital from the general public. Entrepreneurs and young business owners can display their ideas or projects straight to everyday internet users, who can provide them the financial banking.
	Crowdfunding is also considered to be something more than financial support. Project owners can introduce their vision about a potential product or company and attract those who share the same passion and interest with them. Finding those people, besides the financial help, can offer many positive results that may be useful through this process. Almost all start up ideas fail through the early stages due to the lack of information. So, as it becomes clear, new project owners should chase every potential people or source.
	Except from the new firms, there are also stakeholders from large companies that use the crowdfunding process in order to achieve their goals. Nowadays there are many platforms that can provide the crowdfunding services. EU crowdfunding platforms operate a diverse range of funding types which are presented by the five broad headings, as follows.
	Loan based – The money that a crowd lends will be returned to them with interest added from the person or the company.
	Reward based – when a crowd gets a reward for their contribution. At this process, depending on the amount, the reward can take many forms while it’s considered to be a method of pre-sales.
	Equity based – The crowd invests in a company in return for shares. There are two faces of this procedure depending on how good or bad will be the results. Shares will be worth more from their initial price or the whole investment will be a huge loss.
	Donation based – when the money is being given for charitable causes and there are no further expectations.
	Invoice trading – immediate cash advance rather than wait for their customers to pay with the obligation that the companies will pay a small percentage on each invoice.

	Crowdfunding appears to be successful process of financial support for so many other reasons, too. Regardless the capital offer, people that take part in this process usually feel like there are vital members of a small business or a product. At the same time, the investors pick up unique rewards for their contribution while enjoying the fame of their actions.
	It creates space for small monetary investments.
	Gives opportunities to test the market while at the same time develop the network of the potential followers
	It provides exclusivity to their first backers
	It is transparent – Means that the backers understand where their money is going and that the campaign can be trustful
	Crowdfunding is a new method of direct marketing
Crowdfunding advantages

	Access to direct capital capabilities
	Reduce risks associated with new product launch
	Managers can practice many approaches before they define their marketing strategy
	Easy access in proof of concept and prove the popularity of the project
	Attract prospective loyal customers
	Backers can be added to the marketing team
	Pre-selling opportunities




	High levels of effort needed
	Deep knowledge of consumer marketing, social networks handling and social marketing techniques in order to be defined the potential target group. 
	High levels of creativity on operations such as marketing and customer engagement
	The project must cope with a variety of expectations
	Perfect Social Media handling
	High competition against other projects and industry competitors
	The percentage of failure is on high levels
	Even if the project gets funded, there are so many other reasons that can lead to the failure which they can be seen in the early stages.
Crowdfunding Risks

	Patents, Trademarks and Copyright - Most crowdfunded projects, despite their use and innovation, involve intellectual property. Public disclosure of intellectual property can lead to unpleasant consequences for all members of the project. The deep knowledge of fundamental copyright laws as long as with the variety of information about the different types of rights, the main obligations and limitations can be vital for the completion of the project. It’s also crucial for future start up firms to understand transfer of copyright and provisions for enforcement.
	Ownership of Submitted Materials - One of the biggest assets of the crowdfunding is the permission to the public commenting on these projects. Usually those comments include recommendations that can affect or even change the whole project. Although the positive opportunities that are being created by this permission, it also lies a big risk for the project owners. On some crowdfunding websites, the terms of use define that the project creator owns rights to all the submitted comments while one some others, the parties can negotiate for this issue if the submitted project becomes successful. So, as it becomes clear the ownership of ideas submitted by the public can both harm and help the under developed projects.
	Meeting Obligations - The submitted projects to the websites that offer crowdfunding, no longer promise equity in exchange for donations. There are many cases of projects that provide a list of rewards for donors. Donors may be different in each case, but the process remains the same. There are examples of project creators that don’t receive the donated money unless funding goals are received. This phase of funding may cause legal liability to project owners if they fail to keep up with the promised perks and the obligations that block the way for further development.
	General Business Standards - Usually new firms cannot comply with the business and legal standards that they have already set from the beginning. Project originators often fail to set up a legal entity to operate the project. Sometimes, managers also can’t comply with the obligation of paying taxes on contributed funds. Human resources management also plays a vital role to the operations of firms. They can elevate or worsen the internal stability of the firms.

	Lastly, there is a hidden difficulty for those small firms that is focused on the security laws. Private placement and new patents may need to comply with other requirements and law regulations that wasn’t visible from the early stages. The main problem at the specific phase is that those who seek crowdfunding processes are less likely to use them for budgeting those risks and legal obligations. At the same time, plans become visible to thousands of people and their donors are expected to be fulfilled in the planned time.

Conclusions
	The above research and results are presenting an active Head and Neck support device project that provides an alternative load path which decreases both neck stress and head excursion during driving impacts without reliance on helmet impact into structures or nets. The design reveals new ways of the product shape and creates new opportunities for development. Driving experience and performance have been increased without interfere the basic safety rules and regulations that have already been existed. 
	Also, new ways of funding such a project will create a new market for the amateur drivers or even the young athletes. Until now, the HANS device is far expensive for those who don’t compete in professional championships or events. Equipment like this device should exist in all levels in motor sports or even in all places linked with such a sport. Safety rules and regulations must be followed by everyone in this sport despite professional or not.
	In the recent future, this device may also link drivers with the whole racing staff, providing information about the condition of the driver. Moreover, there are some innovative ideas in developing software that will demonstrate driver’s cardio rate, and muscle movement located on HANS device. This will provide useful information that can change the driving experience and maybe the whole racing strategy. Collecting big data from driver’s reactions (verbal and body), can create new dimensions for product development. During the racing, drivers are being affected by many internal and external issues. Any type of information can change the result of the race. For example, an unusual change in the cardio ratio of the driver can lead even in death. Analyzing the importance of the specific information, it becomes clear that the product development can surpass the present limits.
	Alongside with the opportunities that lie through this device, safety is the key factor in order to encourage the young ambitious drivers and their families to occupy themselves with this sport. Equipment like this should be approachable to the basic user in order safe driving behavior to be developed at the young age.
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